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him to take a very roseate view of his country's future.
Martin Salander is a novel with which a foreign reader,
at least, has a difficulty in getting into real sympathy.
Somehow the magic of Keller's style seems to have
missed fire; he himself confessed that there was "too
little poetry " in it; one feels that the hermit of the
Zurich Btirgli was beginning to grow old.
When Keller died in 1890, he was only just beginning
to be appreciated in his full significance. Between
1892 and 1897, Jakob Baechtold published his col-
lection of Keller's letters embedded in an excellent
and sympathetic biography, which for the first time
threw full light on Keller's growth and personality;
and during the war-years this biography has been
re-edited and much expanded by Professor Ermatinger
of Zurich. Since then, " Keller literature" has
grown apace, and the celebration of the centenary
in 1919 has been responsible for a new flood of books
and essays, many of which, however, are only of
transient interest. The first important step to an
international recognition of Keller's genius was
Professor Baldensperger's admirable monograph in
1899; and the allotment of an entire volume to
Keller in the American series of German Classics in
the v)ih and zsth Centuries (1914) has emphasized the
significance, for the English-speaking world, of a
writer whom the late Richard M. Meyer frankly
proclaimed "the greatest German poet since Goethe"/
Tardy as was Keller's recognition in Germany, it
cannot be said that his native land had greater insight;
indeed, to this day Switzerland has always been
niggardly in her regard for her men of letters, and
preferred to leave France and Germany to discover
them for her.2
1	The English reader will find an attractive, although rather uncritical
account of Keller, with plenty of translation, in Madame Marie Hay's Story
of a Swiss Poef, Bern, 1920.
2	Keller himself said to Adolf Frey (Erinnerurigen an Gottfried Keller>
ed. tit., p. 115): "Kein schweizerischer Dichter kommt in seiner Heimat
zu Namen und Ansehen, bevor sie ihn aus Deutschland mit der grossen
Trompete iiber die Grenze hereinfuhren."

